
 
 

retrospectiveness 
 

 
“I cannot recall such a surfeit of retrospectiveness or glimpses into the future.” (OED)  

 
 

I cannot recall... 
 
 Joe Brainard’s I Remember is a catalog of hundreds of recollections that, in the course of reading, 
enacts a sort of prose film. Each single sentence paragraph is a still erupting from the head of its 
precursor, (almost immediately) giving birth to the next. The book is a machine performing a study in the 
conceit of linear time capture: moment a followed by moment b, followed by c & etc. 
 
 But the project of course is composed in hindsight, in retrospect (the units almost certainly 
rearranged in the course of the writing). Its production is insistently present-saturated, as is all of science 
fiction, and memoir too. 
 
 If I Remember were one of those flip books—turn the book over and upside down, and there’s 
another verso text, the two of them meeting in the center—I like to imagine it would be inspired not by a 
backward but rather forward poetics of imagining. I Will Have Recalled, or some such. 
 
 “retrospectiveness” is conceived in this manner. A series of didactic art cards describing works by 
the artist “Derek Owens”, they point to works in a retrospective assembled after the death of the imaginal 
artist. (“A portrait of the artist as a dead man” perhaps, though “ghost artist” has a kinder [less didactic?] 
ring.) The works themselves are unseen—unpresent—just like their creator. All the viewer has at her 
disposal are the art cards through which to perceive the (latent) work. 
 
such a surfeit of... 
 
 The didactic art cards are the work. (The “for sale” prices accompanying each piece refer to the 
cards themselves, and yes they are literally for sale.) They are printed on acid free stock in a pleasant font 
that is easy on the eyes. Because they are small and unobtrusive, they could be hung in virtually any room 
of the house, and discretely too so as not to interfere with the owner’s overall design scheme. In fact, it 
would be apropos if the cards were displayed in hidden, out of the way places--behind a couch, up in the 
attic, inside a bathroom medicine cabinet door.  
 
 That “retrospectiveness” speaks to the hypermanic state of art production today, the always 
already always alreadyness of art-as-business, art-as-commodity, art-as-desperate-24/7-self-driven-
pressure-to-exhibit-and-be-recognized,-noticed,-validated-at-all-costs (a condition that parallels its 
poorer cousin, poetry), is so obvious as not to warrant further commentary. 
 
 Too, having art cards be themselves the works of art is a gesture to the omnipresence of text that 
now accompanies art. They point to both the necessity as well as the guilt induced by the art card itself. As 
viewers we sometimes fantasize about looking at art in an unfiltered manner—interacting with the work 
more “purely,” achieving some kind of unmediated, direct experience with “the work itself.” But we are 
also too sophisticated to ever buy into this romanticized stance, and accept our need for the curator, the 
historian, the critic, and the artist herself to contextualize the work “for” us (regardless of whether we 
agree with these interpretations). And so we read the art card for context, explanation, and insight. And 
yet, the art card induces guilt as well—it draws us in, like a magnet, and that desire to read the 
accompanying text in order to more fully “get” the work might perhaps be read as constituting a failure of 
all parties—ourselves as the viewer in need of assistance, the artist whose work must now rely on 
language, and the textual interpreters and institutions whose jobs in part depend upon writing wall text 



and catalogs. So an exhibit comprised solely of art cards with no work pretends to bypass these issues 
altogether, letting everyone off the hook. (You’re welcome.) 
 
 Last, a showing of art cards as the art itself is an acceptance of derivativeness, since the impulse 
here is undeniably echoed in numerous prior conceptualist moves (Lawrence Weiner, Nola Farman, etc., 
got here first). And aren’t the “retrospective” and the “derivative” cousins of a sort? Surely each evokes its 
own “been there, done that” flavor. Now that the readymade is over a century old, making it hardly more 
modern than cave art—and as sampling, (re)mixing, collage, and mashing are the primary methodologies 
in virtually all media—a “retrospective” nod to prior conceptual art which showcases non-existent 
imaginal work reflects a sense of boredom with the notion of the originary, as well as revels in 
constructing new ways of creating “art” in the information overload of our hyperexponentially expanding 
dataverse. (Phew.) Seriously, there’s rather a lot of art product out there, no? An exhibit referencing acts 
and objects that can only take place in the recipient’s imagination might introduce a welcome bit of 
breathing room... 
 
retrospectiveness or glimpses into the future... 
 
 Then there is the time thing. How to reconceptualize time—invert, twist, re-articulate it. Re-
invent it. Subvert, or at least momentarily circumvent traditional understandings. (An impossibility, 
perhaps, at least in the English language, constrained as it is not just with adverbs like “momentarily” but 
a relentlessly forward driving syntax—that “arrow of time” metaphor imprinted into the DNA of the 
grammar itself. As opposed to, say, Benjamin Lee Whorf’s [not altogether accurate, but whatever] 
conceptualization of Hopi time.) Still, the hunger to look back, recollect, recall, alongside the itch to 
imagine, anticipate, “futurize”—and the management of these doubled directives here in some “continual 
present”—might be seen as percolating in the bulk of all that we do. If not an attempt to escape time then 
maybe to taste it differently. And so a show featuring the invisible work of a deceased man who shares my 
name launches me into a state of mind where looking back and imagining forward might overlap, or 
converge, or at least shake hands. 
 
        -- (“) Derek Owens (“) 
 


